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Providing a lighter weight option that includes
Oztent’s unique 30 second Lift-Up Tent Technology.

Key features of Oztent RV-3 Lite include:
Feature: Designed and Developed by Oztent Australia Pty Ltd
Advantage: Ensures superior quality, reliability, safety and
performance under Australian conditions.
Benefits: Simply a better tent under the harshest of conditions.

Feature: 100% Waterproof fabric
Advantage: Wont leak even under the heaviest of downpours.
Benefits: Protection from the elements.
Feature: Double-Stitched Sealed Seams
Advantage: Won’t split or fall apart at the seams.
Benefit: Stronger more durable tent.

Feature: The Oztent Signature Lift-Up Tent System (LTS)
Advantage: The original Oztent designed and developed 30
second tent, fast and easy to put-up and simple to pull-down
and pack-away.
Benefits: Makes camping a pleasure rather than a task allowing
more time to enjoy the great outdoors.

Feature: Extra Large Doorway
Advantage: Allows for more air and light and enables large
items to be brought in and out of the tent.
Benefit: Easy access and more comfortable.

Feature: Internal Frame
Advantage: Internal frame reduces exposure of the frame to the
elements and enables high speed set-up and pull-down.
Benefits: Less corrosion, longer life and so simple to put-up and
pull-down it can be done in the dark.

Feature: Extra Large Windows
Advantage: Allows for more light and air to enter the tent.
Benefits: More convenient and comfortable.
Feature: Superfine Mesh Screens
Advantage: Minimises entry of flying and crawling insects whilst
maintaining ventilation and a view.
Benefits: Protection from mosquitoes and the smallest of
creepy crawlies even on the hottest of days or nights.

Feature: Extra Large Fitted Awning
Advantage: Provides a practical shaded outdoor space that can
be enclosed partly or fully using the optional Modular Panel
System.
Benefits: More room to put your feet up and relax.

Feature: Corrosion Resistant Alloy Parts
Advantage: No rusting unsightly or weakened parts and longer
life
Benefits: Longer operating life.

Feature: Awning Poles included with the Tent
Advantage: Two Front uprights are included with the tent.
Additional Peaking Poles are included with the Modular Panel
System or can be purchased separately.
Benefits: Similar configuration to RV series tents.

Feature: Factory Fitted Green Guy Ropes
Advantage: No need to attach, easy to see with less chance of
misplacing or loss.
Benefits: Minimises those “Eureka” moments.

Feature: Modular Panel System (Option)
Advantage: Easy to install enclosure for area under the
integrated awning. It consists of three panels (two sides and a
front panel) that attach to the front awning area. It includes 2
x 2.3m/90.5” telescopic poles and 2 x 2.6m/102.3” telescopic
spreader poles. Each panel can be installed separately or in any
combination
Benefits: Creates more space and a private enclosed living area.

Feature: Heavy Duty Zippers
Advantage: Less chance of breaking or getting stuck.
Benefits: Minimises the chance of those “nothing worse than a
broken zipper” moments.
Feature: Oversized Zippered Carry Bag
Advantage: Tent can be easily fitted into and sealed within the
carry bag.
Benefits: Makes packing-up you tent a breeze.

Feature: Included Fly and Fly poles
Advantage: Encourages use of tent fly
Benefits: Significantly minimises risk of condensation. Protects skin
of tent from sun and other damage and allows easier cleaning.
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Package Contents
Item

General Part Name

Qty

1

RV-3 Lite with Internal Frame

1

2

Fly Sheet

1

3

Aluminium Fly Poles

2

4

2.2m/86.6” Telescopic Poles

2

5

Tent Pegs/Stakes

26

6

Guy Ropes

17

7

Owner’s Manual

1

8

Repair Kit

1

9

Carry Bag

1

HELPFUL HINT
We recommend that you set up this product before
you leave for your trip. Check that all parts are
present and that you familiarise yourself with the
assembly and disassembly of the product.
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Warning
Never use any fuel-burning products (stoves, lanterns, heaters, etc.) inside or within proximity of this tent. Use of fuel-burning
inside or within proximity of this tent can result in the accumulation of dangerous concentrations of carbon monoxide - a colourless,
odourless gas. Breathing carbon monoxide will cause serious injury or death. Avoid spraying your tent with deodorant or other aerosols
as it may destroy the waterproofing.
Keep all flame and heat sources away from this tent. This tent is made with flame resistant fabric but it is not fireproof. The tent fabric
will burn if left in continuous contact with an open flame or other heat source. Failure to keep all flame and heat sources away from this
tent can result in a fire that can burn.
Before using this product, read and fully understand: 1) attached warnings; 2) the instruction manual and all accompanying
documentation. Failure to follow these directions can cause an unsafe situation leading to injury.

Video: How to Set Up Your RV-3 Lite
Scan this QR code to watch a video on how to setup your RV-3 Lite
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Setting Up Your Oztent
Step 1: Campsite Choice
When choosing a campsite, carefully consider the possibility of falling rocks or tree limbs, lightning, flash floods, avalanches, strong
winds, and other potential hazards to reduce the risk of loss or injury to the tent or occupants.
Select a site that’s level, will drain well if it rains, and is protected from wind and other elements. Clear the area of sharp stones,
sticks, and other debris, both for comfort and to protect your floor. If possible, avoid setting the tent on ground that is already wet. If
you can’t minimize the resulting humidity and potential of condensation by keeping your tent well ventilated.
We also recommend that you consider some form of ground sheet/protection to minimize wear, tear and damage to the floor of your
tent. The Oztent RV3 Mesh Floor Saver is an option you may wish to consider. If you are using a ground sheet/floor saver, ensure that
you peg it down before setting up your tent.
Step 2: Layout Your Oztent
2.1

Unpack your tent. Place the poles, pegs/stakes and fly somewhere clear of your tent space.

2.2

Release the strap around your tent.

2.3

Unroll the tent and then swing out both arms, one at a time.
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Step 3: Setting Up Your Oztent
3.1

If you are using the fly (recommended), attach the fly to the zipper located on the upper forward edge of the tent. This is
easiest to do when the tent is still laying on the ground.

3.2

Using the strap attached to the middle of the frame, lift the frame up and over your head.

3.3

While supporting the tent, gently slide the bracing arm on either side of the tent into its ‘lock’ position.

3.4

Attach the Velcro tabs located below the bracing arm. This ensures that the tent is not accidentally collapsed.

3.5

Ensure the tent is in the best position and that it sits correctly. Secure all the bottom peg points, take the attached guy ropes
and peg them down.

BEFORE
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Step 4: Setting Up Your Awning
4.1

Once the tent has been pegged to the ground, unroll the front awning.

4.2

Twist to unlock awning poles and twist again to lock at desired height. Pop up the awning and secure with guy ropes as shown.

Step 5: Securing the Fly
5.1

Connect the fly poles through the eyelet on each side of the fly and secure the fly with guy ropes as shown.
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Safety and Care Considerations
Ventilation
Maintain adequate ventilation inside your tent at all times.
Campsite Choice
When choosing a campsite, carefully consider the possibility of falling rocks or tree limbs, lightning, flash floods, avalanches, strong
winds, and other potential hazards to reduce the risk of loss or injury to the tent or occupants.
Select a site that’s level, will drain well if it rains, and is protected from wind and other elements. Clear the area of sharp stones, sticks,
and other debris, both for comfort and to protect your floor. If possible, avoid setting the tent on ground that is already wet. If you can’t
minimize the resulting humidity and potential of condensation by keeping your tent well ventilated.
Pegs/Stakes and Ropes
Peg down your tent properly at all times to reduce the risk of loss or injury to the tent or occupants.
All tents require pegging/staking to prevent them from flying away in a gust of wind. Always anchor your Oztent. Enough pegs/stakes
and ropes are supplied to safely set up your tent in most situations. It may be necessary to purchase additional and/or specialised pegs/
stakes and ropes for use in extreme or varied soil conditions. For optional sand pegs/stakes Oztent recommends use of an Oztent Edition
Bluescrew.
Tightly tensioning your tent with our attached ropes greatly increases the tent’s strength and stability. This will also reduce fabric droop
and wrinkles, and prevent rainwater from pooling. To pull out a peg never use the edge of the tent as a handle. If hard to remove, use of
another peg as a hook is recommended.
Zippers
Be careful with your zippers. Go slow when zipping. Make sure to align the tracks before sliding the zipper - and don’t exert excessive
force. If fabric gets caught in the slider, stop and slowly reverse the slider to remove. A silicone based lubricant may be used to enhance
zipping.
When dirt gets in the zipper teeth, they can cause abrasion and damage to the zipper sliders. You can clean the zipper teeth by rinsing
them out with water. The pressure from a regular garden hose will push out small sand particles.
Cleaning
If your tent should require cleaning, set it up and use a sponge with warm water. If further cleaning is needed, a garden hose should
be able to wash off any remaining dirt. Do not use detergent, soap, bleach, as thee may remove the waterproofing and/or damage the
fabric. Allow the tent to air-dry completely before packing or storing.
Condensation
Condensation is an unavoidable fact of physics. When warm, moist air comes in contact with the cool tent fabric, it forms condensation.
In most conditions condensation can be controlled by allowing air inside the tent to vent outside. During periods of high humidity, such
as rain, it can be too difficult to remove or reduce condensation. In these conditions, a high degree of ventilation can actually increase
the condensation by drawing in more humid air.
To reduce condensation, use an Oztent Fly.
Condensation can also collect on parts of the floor inside the tent. This is also normal and does not indicate leaking fabric.
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Warranty
FOR SALES IN AUSTRALIA USA AND INTERNATIONAL MARKETS. TENTS, FURNITURE
AND ACCESSORIES: [OZTENT, MALAMOO, AND FOXWING]

(d)

This document sets out the terms and conditions of product warranties for Oztent,
Malamoo, JetTent and Foxwing branded products. It is an important document. Please
keep it with your proof of purchase documents in a safe place for future reference should
you require service for your Oztent, Malamoo, JetTent or Foxwing branded product.

9.

General Terms and Conditions
1.
In this warranty
(a)
(b)
(c)

(d)

‘Oztent’ means Oztent Australia Pty Limited ABN 19 050 035 964 in respect
of products purchased in Australia, USA and International markets;
‘Product’ means any Oztent product purchased by you accompanied by
this document;
‘Warranty Period’ means
(i)
where you use the Product for personal, domestic or household
purposes in Australia the period of ‘12’ months and in USA and
International markets the period of ‘12’ months;
(ii)
for Tents and Tent Accessories used for personal, domestic or
household purposes (e.g. Peaked Side Panel) the period of ‘24’
months;
(iii) for Furniture (e.g. Chairs) and Furniture Accessories used for
personal, domestic or household purposes the period of ‘60’
months;
following the date of original purchase of the Product;
‘you’ means the purchaser of the Product not having purchased the
appliance for re-sale, and ‘your’ has a corresponding meaning.

2.

This warranty only applies to Products purchased and used in Australia, USA or
International markets and is in addition to (and does not exclude, restrict, or
modify in any way) any non-excludable statutory warranties in Australia, USA or
International markets.

3.

Oztent warrants that, when dispatched from an Oztent warehouse, the Product is
free from defects in materials and workmanship for the Warranty Period.

4.

During the Warranty Period Oztent or its Authorised Service Centre will, at no
extra charge if your product is readily accessible without special equipment,
and subject to these terms and conditions, repair or replace any parts which it
considers to be defective. You agree that any replaced Product or parts become
the property of Oztent. This warranty does not apply to guy ropes, tent pegs, or
similar perishable parts.
Parts and Products not supplied by Oztent are not covered by this warranty.
Where you are within an Oztent service area, this warranty covers the cost of
transport of the Product only to and from Authorised Service Centres of Oztent
(“ASC”) and travelling costs for representatives of the ASC to and from your home
or business. If you are outside an Oztent service area, or you are claiming for an
accessory you will bear these costs. For information about whether you are within
an Oztent service area, or information on your nearest ASC please phone 1800
OZTENT or 1800 698368 in Australia, +8555 OZTENT or +855 569 8368 in the USA
or +61 2 8706 5100 in International markets.
Proof of purchase is required before you can make a claim under this warranty.
You may not make a claim under this warranty unless the defect claimed is due
to faulty or defective parts or workmanship. Oztent is not liable in the following
situations (which are not exhaustive):
(a)

(b)
(c)

The Product is damaged by:
(i)
accident
(ii)
misuse or abuse, including failure to properly maintain or service
(iii) normal wear and tear
(iv)
storm damage or improper storage
(v)
incomplete or improper installation
(vi)
incorrect, improper or inappropriate operation
(vii) insect or vermin infestation.
The Product is modified without authority from Oztent in writing.
The Products model number, serial number or warranty seal has been
removed or defaced.

Limitation of Liability
10.
To the extent permitted by law:
(a)
(b)

11.

Oztent excludes all warranties other than as contained in this document;
Oztent shall not be liable for any loss or damage whether direct or indirect
or consequential arising from your purchase, use or non-use of the
Product.
Provisions of the Trade Practices Act and State consumer legislation in Australia,
and the Consumer Guarantees Act, the Sale of Goods Act and the Fair Trading Act
in New Zealand or any Act or State consumer legislation in the USA or International
markets, imply warranties or conditions, or impose obligations, upon Oztent which
cannot be excluded, restricted or modified. To the extent permitted by law, the
liability of Oztent (if any) arising out of or in relation to the Product or any services
supplied by Oztent shall be limited (where it is fair and reasonable to do so),:
(a)

in the case of Products, at its option, to the replacement or repair of the
Product or the supply of equivalent products or the payment of the cost
of replacing the Product or having the Product repaired or of acquiring
equivalent Product. Upon being replaced, parts and Products become the
property of Oztent; or
(b)
in the case of services, at its option, to the supply of the services again or
the payment of the cost of having the services re-supplied;
and in the case of Products or services supplied in the USA or International markets,
loss or damage whether direct or indirect or consequential that is reasonably
foreseeable.

Important Notice
Before calling for service please check carefully the owner’s manual, use and care
instructions and the warranty terms and conditions.

6.

8.

This warranty, the contract to which it relates and the relationship between you and
Oztent are governed by the law applicable in the Australian State where the Product
was purchased or the law applicable in the USA or International markets if the
Product was purchased in the USA or International markets. Where the Product was
purchased in the USA or International markets for business purposes the Consumer
Guarantee Act does not apply.

Privacy
You acknowledge that if you make a warranty claim it will be necessary for Oztent and its
Authorised Service Centres to exchange information in relation to you to enable Oztent
to meet its obligations under this warranty.

5.

7.

The Product was serviced or repaired by anyone other than Oztent or its
Authorised Service Centres.

AUSTRALIA
www.oztent.com.au
Ph: (02) 8706 5100
Toll Free: 1800 OZTENT (698368)
Product Registration:
www.oztent.com.au/product-rego
USA
www.oztent.com/us
Ph: +8555 OZTENT (698 368)
Product Registration:
www.oztent.com/product-rego
INTERNATIONAL
www.oztent.com (Select country code INT)
Ph: +61 2 8706 5100
Product Registration
To assist in validating warranty, we kindly ask that you register your product purchase online
with Oztent in your country of origin or alternatively complete the warranty card provided
with your product (if applicable) and return it to Oztent care of the nominated address.
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